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The Sky Isn’t Falling — Or Is It? Part 2
Failure starts slow, but it grows. — James R. Childs1
In our last column2, we reviewed recent events in
which out-of-control Unmanned Aeronautical Vehicles/Systems (UAVs/UASs3) hazarded the health
and welfare of persons and property under their flight
paths. In those cases, the “system” part of “UAS” was
insufficiently robust to prevent unanticipated human behavior from voiding whatever hazard control
measures, if any, had been designed and built into the
systems. Potential dangers came about because systems jeopardized their own safe operation by tolerating their human operators’ deviant behaviors. Control
measures, if any, sat idly by while humans forfeited
control over their performance. The fact that the
outcomes were seemingly benign to the public can
be attributed solely to chance. Those unplanned outcomes happened despite the fact that myriad welldocumented historical lessons have demonstrated
that luck is a lousy barrier.4 It seems to us that many
lessons that have long been learned by rote in the
manned aircraft world have yet to be recognized by
persons and agencies responsible for protecting public
lives and property from hazards posed by unmanned
aircraft (UAs).
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We quoted John Langford, chairman and president
of Aurora Flight Sciences Corporation, in our prior column. He observed of robotic aircraft development:
“There are many issues, and one of the fundamental ones is that in robotic systems, in an important
way, you capture all of the lessons of all the previous
mistakes and incidents that have gone before you.”
[emphasis added]
All previous lessons? Learning from past experience
is fundamental both to developing safe and efficient new
systems, and continuously improving the performance of
existing systems. Those lessons are often expensive. They
come at the expense of failures that were not anticipated, that occurred despite purported risk assessments. The
people responsible analyzed those failures, and tested
and effected countermeasures.
Lessons from failures are frequently applied across
technological boundaries; all it takes is a little imagination. Hard-earned lessons should not be squandered by
“not-invented-here” rejection or, worse, by misplaced
belief in infallibility. In the case of the Predator B [Figure 1] crash in Arizona, the adverse scenario began
when one pilot’s operating console “locked up” during
a U.S. Customs and Border Patrol mission.5 Detailed
procedures, including a checklist, were specified when
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switching UAS operational control
from the PPO-1 (pilot’s primary)
to PPO-2 (payload operator’s primary) console. The functions of each
console’s condition lever depend on
the role assigned to its console. It is
critical that the levers’ positions be
“matched” prior to switching control. The pilot/operator stated that
he was “in a hurry” to regain control.
He did not use the checklist, and
did not “match” the condition levers’
positions. He didn’t notice that the
lever to which he transferred control
was in the “fuel shutoff” position.
Upon switching, the fuel supply to
the Predator’s engine shut off, as it
should have. Even then, the pilot/
operator did not analyze the situation correctly. By the time additional
personnel were called in to take
control, the Predator had descended
below line-of-sight radio control
capability, and continued its unpowered descent until crashing.
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Figure 1 — Predator UAV.

complex” for operational procedures to be entrusted to memory.
They developed aviation’s first
four checklists: takeoff, flight, before landing, and after landing, in
the aftermath of the crash.6
Before lessons can be learned,
they must be taught. Most of us
learned the utility of lockouts in system safety’s pre-school. They’re used
effectively in elevators, automatic
doors and nuclear weapons. They
have been used in cars for decades to
prevent shifting out of “Park” without applying the brake. A lockout
could have prevented shifting UAS
control from one console to the
other unless their condition levers’
positions matched. A lockout would
have been the last, lucky chance to
overcome the uncritical assumptions of those overseeing Predator’s
transition from a wealthy military
weapons system to a comparatively
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trical power, including the satellite communication system and
the transponder.
“The transponder is vitally
important to ATC13 because it
provides an enhanced electronic
signature, an identification code,
and altitude information that are
presented on the controller’s radar display. … Without an operational transponder, the secondary
radar return, identification, and
altitude information are not available to ATC. Thus, when the transponder stopped working about
0333, ATC lost secondary radar
contact with the UA and was no
longer provided altitude information. About 0339, ATC lost
primary radar contact with the
UA and could no longer provide
separation from other aircraft
as the UA descended below the
TFR-protected airspace.14”15
FAA regulatory criteria for
airplane electrical systems specify
that electrical power for essential load equipment “…can be
maintained within the limits for
which the equipment is designed
during any probable operating
conditions.”16 Transport category
airplane design criteria are more
specific on load-shedding in emergencies: Priorities are assigned to
ensure the greatest longevity for
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the systems most essential for safe operation in the
ATC environment.17
The NTSB Safety Recommendation letter states:
“All public-use aircraft operations (both manned
and unmanned) are exempt from certain aviation safety
regulations, and, therefore, operators supervise their
own flight operations without oversight from the
FAA. For example, Federal aviation regulations pertaining to flight crew training and licensing, aircraft
certification, and continuing airworthiness (maintenance) are not applicable to public operations. As a
result, the CBP was solely responsible for overseeing
the safety of its Predator B operations.”18
In our opinion, the NTSB erred by choosing to
ignore the FAA election not to intrude into the “public aircraft” issue. We believe that to be a serious misjudgment that will lead to increased public risk. Competent oversight of government aviation operations is
a necessity, especially now that increasing numbers of
local agencies each want their own “eye-in-the-sky.”

On the same page of its recommendation letter in which it exonerates the FAA from inaction,
the NTSB states: “UAS operation in the NAS19 is an
evolving activity. The FAA informed Safety Board
Staff that public-use UAS operations have more
than doubled over the past year.” Yet none of the
five NTSB recommendations cites the FAA’s failure
to anticipate potential conflicts between publicuse UAs and civilian aircraft operating within the
NAS, and to take pro-action to assure compatibility
between the vehicles, their operators and their operations. In our opinion, from this and other recent
unplanned UA events and from predicted future
“public aircraft” UA initiatives, the qualifications and
fitness of all varieties and sizes of government agencies to manage aviation operations must be critically
analyzed and tested before being certified to operate
within the NAS.
There is nothing less at stake than the safety of the
population underlying the National Airspace System.
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